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Full Bio
Dr. Richard Jelusich, Ph.D.
Dr. Jelusich is an author, teacher, gifted spiritual energy healer,
experienced international speaker, and ordained minister. With over
30 years in the field of spirituality, and the study of metaphysics,
he now dedicates his life to those on a quest for self-empowerment
through education, demystifying metaphysics and assisting individuals
to honor their natural gifts and inner truths.
A gifted intuitive, Dr. Jelusich sees that you are a luminous being of
light experiencing a physical existence. He accurately reads how
your soul-quality infuses itself into your waking personality. Uniquely
blending the knowledge of bio field energies, spirituality and science
into all his workshops, public speaking events and private sessions.
Dr. Jelusich continues to seek and offer new ways to demystify
metaphysics. He has developed a transformational bio field energy
course called Spiritual Healer’s Training for the Whole Human Being.
To date he has taught over 480 students in both Canada and the USA.
Dr. Jelusich is core faculty at the California Institute for Human Science and is a member of the
board of directors. His courses include: Karma and Reincarnation, Spirituality and
Superconsciousness, and Psychology of the Chakras (based on his books, Eye of the Lotus, and I
Can Relate).

EYE of the LOTUS, Psychology of the Chakras — discusses the characteristics
and qualities of dominant chakras, explaining how your dominant chakra affects
your perceptions/reactions. Your chakras are YOU on a higher, spiritual level. Each
dominant chakra affects ones’ nature and disposition uniquely through mental,
emotional, physical and spiritual states. Exercises and strengthening techniques for
balancing the chakras are included in this uniquely informative book about chakras.
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I CAN RELATE, How we intuitively choose the people in our lives — explains
how and why our pre dominant chakra draws certain people and situations to us.
Learning to understand yourself in this new way you can improve all your relationships. I Can Relate includes 27 case histories, a self-assessment checklist for your
dominant chakra, plus 7 keys to creating satisfying and rewarding relationships.
Available now in Spanish!

Crystal Bowls of Tibet Meditation CD — A powerful transformational
meditation and healing tool, Dr. Jelusich and Dr. Jacob Hans created a CD
from the pure healing sounds of crystal bowls, water and nature through
the use of 3-D recording techniques.

LIGHT NEWS RADIO “Realms of Self-Empowerment” on the Bold Radio Network 3:00pm EST
every second and fourth Wednesday of the month – Free Podcasts also available on iTunes
http://boldradiostation.com/

Exciting Workshops, Lectures and Webinars
Hands On Chakra Shop — Unlock your potential! Learn techniques for using your bio field to
strengthen your inner voice and spiritual healing abilities.
Darshan Meditation – Experiential Meditations – guided and unguided, included are slides and
lecture of meditation philosophy.
Intuitive Past Lives, Karma & Reincarnation — Lecture and personal past life evaluations for
each attendee.
Intuitive Flower Readings – Personal evaluations for each attendee from a character/soul quality
message delivered by your Flower! Including a mini healing from Dr. Jelusich.
*Contact Dr. Jelusich’s assistant Deirdre to host/attend a workshop of your choice,
or to arrange a talk for your organization.
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Spiritual Healer’s Training for the Whole Human Being
For the past 16 years Dr. Jelusich has loved teaching Spiritual Healer’s Training for the Whole
Human Being. With over 480 graduates and students in the U.S., Canada and Internationally;
Spiritual Healer’s Training blends bio field energy healing techniques and science to help students
overcome their limitations, creating great healers. Dr. Jelusich offers 2 levels of training every three
months over two years, allowing students to build on previous course work; and to allow time to pract
ice/integrate the new skills and techniques with fellow class mates and qualified teachers graduates.
Experience an Introductory weekend and see if this is the course you have been looking for!

Spiritual Counselling Sessions with Dr. Jelusich
Private sessions offer tools for self-empowerment — blending healing, spiritual counselling
(understanding your soul’s purpose/challenges) with ‘how to’ information on clearing Karma and
programming.
Dr. Jelusich has been counselling locally and internationally in person, via SKYPE or by telephone,
for almost 30 years. Sessions are recorded for you on CD or MP3 format Dropbox® data files
(offering continued healing and inspiration).

For more information on course offerings or to book private sessions/workshops,
email info@lightnews.org or call 1.877.242.5721
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